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Abstract

The infhience of mult.iple scattering on the momentum resolution for a forward
spectrometer is investigated. T wo cases. witli and without track measurements
inside the magnet. are discussed. A simple relation between angular and momentum
resohitions and multiple scattering inside the magiiet is derived and confirmed
with Monte Carlo generated events subjected to a detailed Simulation and füll
reconstruction for a real spectrometer.
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l Introduction

Experiments dedicated to the st.udy of heavy flavour production in hadron-nucleon co!-
lision? are designed äs forward spectrometers because the decay particles of the heavy

flavotirs are produced with a large Lorentz boost. The tracking System of a forward

spectrometer includes at least two parts: tracking detectors in front of the magnet and

behind it. If a consideiable fraction of intcrcsting decays are too late to be mea,svired
in front of the magnet- then additional tracking detectors placed inside the magnet are
useful. Spectra of particles are almost exponentiaily depending on momentum and the

effect of multiple scattering is important for the majority of reconstructed iracks even
for a high energy priinary collision.

fn Section 2 we will consider the linütations for the track parameter resolution in
a forward spectrometer using the Cramer-Rao inequality. In Sections 3 and 4 models
of a spectrometer with and without track measurement. inside the magnet will be dis-
cussed and simple relations for resolutions will be derived The obtained relations will
be tested with the Simulation of the HERA-B spectrometer [l] presenting an example of
a modern detector with a sumciently complicared structure and an in homogen eous mag-

netic field. The detector, Monte Carlo Simulation and reconstruction will be described
in Section 5. In Section 6. relations describing the influence of multiple scattering on
momentum resolution will be compared with the results of detailed simulations and the

actual reconstruction procedure.

2 Momentum resolution and multiple scattering

Let us consider a forward spectrometer äs a set of detector planes where track parameters
are measured. The index i of a detector plane runs from l up t o A". The z axis of the
coordinate System points along the primary bearn. the x axis beloiigs to the bending
plane of the magnet and the y axis is orierited parallel to the main component of the
magnetic field. The measurement of a track in one plane is U,, one of A" components of

the measurement vector U. For the moment. we do not spedfy a model of measurement.
The vector v defines track parameters in the position of the first plane (i = 1).

A typical parameter set for fixed target experiments with relative.lv small transverse
niomenta with respect to the longitudinal axis for a particle with momentum p. charge
Q and coordinate i is described by the vector

x and y are tbe transverse coordinates. tx - px/p-. and tp - py/p, are the track
slopes, and q — Qj \p\s used äs momentum parameter at the r value of reference. üsually
the slopes ix and ty are small.

Tbe conditional probability density of a vector U for given initial track parameters v



is described by the expression

/(U I. v) = (2ff)-^ |Cn - W(- ^(U - E(U))TCu' ' (U - E(U) ) j . (1)

where j C u j is the delenninant of the covariance matrix GU of the vector U and

E(U! - Ü f v )

is its mean value. Both the matrix Cu ancl the vector U(v) are functions of the track
parameters v.

The Cramer-Rao inequality [2] defiues a lower bound for the covariance matrix Cv
of the parameters estimate v

c« > r1, (2)
where I is the Information matrix

ff2 In /(U i v;

The inequality 2 means that a quadratic form involving any vector r associated with
the matrix C<, is botmded below by the corresponding form associated with the matrix I"1

rT Cv r > r T r1 r . (4)

In particular, for the vector r whose components are all eqnal to zero except for r, = l,
the inequality 4 defines the lower bound for the variance of the parameter estimate r,

(6)

and

The matrix L l is an estimator of the covariance matrix for Least Square Fitting with
lincarization of the vector U with respect to the parameters v. Usualiv this approach is
used for estiraation of track parameter?. In practice. it also provides quite good estimation
for track parameter variances. Therefore one can expect that the Information matrix is

practically determined by I ^ L.

The reasons of this Iow significance of J for an Information about track parameters
are the following. As usual. the configuration of trackers in a forward spectrometer

is a set of detector planes being mounted in layers perpeudicular to r.he beam axis.
The derivatives of the elements of the GU matrix with respect to x and y are equai to
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zero. The dependence of GU 011 the track slope appeais in terms relatcd to multiple
scattering because the lengtli t of the path throiigh tlie detector plane of thickuess h is

l = t>J\+ t'l + f2 Dcri-vatives of C'u with respect to a track slope tx certaiiüy indude
the multipliers

dl h-tx

proportional to the sniall parameter tr. The same is true for t:j. Measurement resolutions.
also contributing to elements of the matrix GU- typically do not depend un track slopes or

this dependence is very Hat. for stnall tx. rv. The values of the derivatives dV/dtr defimng
|j depend on the model for the measureinent U. If Ut is a meastirement related to the track
slope tx then the derivative dUi/dtx ~ 1. In the case when £/, is a measurement related
to the track coordinate x then dL\/dtr =s z, - z\ In any case, some of U derivatives with
respect to a track slope are significant in contrast to the derivatives of tlie Cy elements

which are always small-
The depenriencc of the GU matrix on the momonturn will be discussed in inore detail-

For high momenta the matrix Cf is determined by the geometry and resolutions of the
detector and derivatives of its element with respect to the rnomentnni parameter q are
smatl. For lower momenta the part of Cy influenced by multiple scattering defhmely

depends on q. But efFects determining the "knowledge" about the momentum and influ-
encing J and L are different. The effect of particle trajectory disturbance due to multiple
scattering and subsequent spread of measurements with respect to a mean trajectory is
taken into account in the matrix J. The defiection of the particle trajectory in a magnetic

field is the source of the knowledge about the momentum and it infiucnces the matrix L.
We can expect that t h e latter etfect is more importam. Later, for a specified model of
measurement U we will show that Lqq ~3> Jqq.

3 Spectrometer with magnet tracking

The case when tracking detectors are placed inside the magnet will be discussed iirst.
Let us coüsider a process most significant for momentum resolution, an evolution of the

track slope in the bending plane. The mean trajectory of a particle in a magnetic field
B satisfies the equation of raotion:

dt

where c is a constant and s the track length. In the case of relatively small slopes we
obtain thp following solution for the track slope in the bending plane

(9)

where the deflection of the slope is (we drop the subscnpt T on f and y on B)



w-here <j, is a coiiFtant. The dependencr of the dispersion due lo multiple scattering is

also approxiinately linear in q

ö, - g QL (H)

where <\s the RMS of the slope deviation with respect to the mean trajectory for the

path fron i .^i to s, and a, is a constant. Defirütely. for some detector planes |Afj| ~2> ö,.
otherwise a detector could not be considered äs a spectrometer. For example. in the

HERA-B spectrometer the ratio jA(,|/ö, averaged over the fifth tracking detector located

in the strong magnetic Held is about of 45.
Lor us as&ume that dctectors are ineasuring slopes in the bending plane and multiple

scattering is dominating. i.e. that. we can neglect measurement errors. The slopc at, the
beginning of the track is already defined äs ti = f and only fa. (3 tx are random

variables. A charge particle traversing a medium is described by a Markov process. i.e.
a random process whose future, probabilities are determined by its most recent. values.
Therefore the probability density has the form

(12}

We also consider multiple scattering äs a Gaussian process. The conditional probability

density f(t, \t^. 9) is given by

T r i i
(13)

where only deviations t, with respect to (,_! are considered äs random variables- The

vector
TtT _ / j _ ( , __ i t - ~ t. - }

has a diagonal covariance matrix

[Cu],, = *»2 (14)

and the vector of derivatives is

•.',:• [

i =

(16)

(17;r ö-~ r
1t lias already been mentioned, that for some planes inside the magnet [ A f j j » 5, and

thercfore L„q 3" ^TO hi accordanoe with expectation. The inequality for the morncnium

resolution finallv looks äs
_ i

~i ^ \ A + ^ \

(18)

Accordin» to eq. 10 the deHection Af,- is proportional to B and only the terms corre-

sponding to a signifirant B mainly contribute to the sum m the latter relation. Therpfore

only multiple scatteiing in the aroa of significant magnetic field influences the niomentuin
resolut ion.

4 Spectrometer without track measurement inside
the magnet

In this case the measnrements are not inside the magnet. Let us assume that all detectors

upst.ream of the magnet have measured the slope ti with an error ö t and downstream
the slope t? with an error o?. The mean values f1; t?, the slope deflcction A/, and the
dispersion due to multiple scattering in the magnet 6 satisfy relations similar to eqs. 9. 10
and 11, correspondingly. The vector of Parameters is

where f is a slope and q a momenuim paramcter at. the beginning of track. The vector
of measureruents is

and the covariance matrix
/ 0 i Q \u = ( l, , . r, - 119}

With the approximation I ss L it is possible to derive

With the inverse matrix

we find the lower bound for the dispersion of the track slope

and of the inverse momentum

^)a>[r'L= ~

(21)
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The dispersion (5) in the latter relation takes into account multiple scattering in the

whole material 011 the path from last point on track seginent in front of magnet up

ro first point of segment behind the magnet. From the latter relation is clear that by

iruproving anguiar resolutions of tracking detectors in fronr, of the magnet and behind

it (a\. cr2) aild minimizmg multiple scattering inside the magnet (<5) we can achieve high

momentum resolution even without track measurenieiits inside the magnet.

5 Momentum reconstruction in the HERA-B
spectrometer

The tracking detectors of the HERA-B forward spectrometer [1] consist of the vertex

detector System (VDS) for precision measiiremeiit üf vertices and the main tracker ded-
icated to niomentum measurement and triggering. The detector planes are mounted in

layers perpendicular to the beam axis. The Silicon microstrip detectors are used in the

V'DS placed in front of the magnet. The inner tracker (ITR) uses microstrip gas chamber

(MSGC) detectors for the inner part of the main tracker up to distances 25 cm frorn the
beam. The outer tracker (OTR) uses honeycomb drift chambers to fiil the rernaimng

acceptance with in total 1000 m2 of active area.

The main tracker contains tracking devices inside and behind the magnet. The part

of the main trarker behind the magnet is caLled the pattern chamber area (PC). The

R1CH detector is located behind the PC. Two additional tracker superlayers behind the

RICH are mainly used by the first level trigger. This trigger chamber area (TC) also
serves fogether with the PC to provide additional measurement of the track position

and slopes, The fcypical size of the magnetic field components (Bx, Bs, B.) are shown

in fig. l äs fnnctions of z and x. The main bending component (By) is significantly

inhomogeneous. with a bell-shaped dependence on z. varying with x.

To improve the conditions for the detection of electrons, for the year 2002 data tak-
ing the OTR/ITR detectors inside the magnet were removed. except for one OTR/1TR

superlayer located in front of the magnet m a low magnetic field. This geometry of the
OTR/ITR will be discussed in the iollowing.

The anguiar and momentum resolution has been evaluated with single muons gener-

ated with HBGEAN [3], the GEANT based Simulation program for the HERA-B detector.

The multiple scattering was simulated according to the Moüere theory.

- J I N I

Figure 1: Field components of the HERA-B magnet äs function of the coordinates. The axis T
belongs to the main bending plane of the magnet and is perpendicular to the beam. Coordinates
are given. relative to the mahnet centef- a) Magnetic field components äs a function of the z
coorainate at a vertical displacement of ;10 cm- h) Magnetic field component.s äs a function of
the x coordinate.

Continuons energy loss with generation of ö-rays above a certain cut energy and Lan-

dau fiuctuations below this energy wcre used for Simulation of charged particles traversing

a medium. The simiüated muons had a fixed momentum and a uniform pseudorapidity

distribution (2.5 < rj < 4.5). For the Simulation of hits in the detectors, the following hit

resolutions have been used: 12 ^m for the VDS, 400 ^im for the OTR and 150 /./m for

the ITR.
The Standard reconstruction procedure for the HERA-B tracker was used. The track

segments were reconstructed independentiy in the VDS and the PC area. Track segments
from the PC area were prolonged into the TC area [4]. The VDS and PC Segments were

matched fco form VDS-PC-TC tracks. The hits belonging to a track were fitted (5;.
For the propagation of the track parameters through the magnetic field the approach

described in [6] was used.
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Figure 2: Particle parameters multiplied by the momentuin p äs a funciion of p. &} Deflection
of the track slope in the magnet (A;), b) The RMS of the slope fluctuation dnc to multiple
scattering in the magnet (6).

6 The relation between angular and momentuin

resolutions

The considered geometry of the ÜTR/ITR deteotors corresponds to the configuration

of a fonvard spectrometer without track measurements inside the magnetic field. The
deflection angle (M) and the slope deviation due to multiple scattering in the magnet
(0} are approximately in agreement with eqs. 10 and 11- This is seen in fig. 2 where
corresponding Parameters are displayed for the values of nition momenta from 2 Ge\ up
to 800 GeV. The products (At - p) and (<5 • p] are approximately constaiit despite the
significantly inhomogeneons magnetic field and the rather complicated struc.ture of the
main tracker. Therefore we can expect that relations derived for resolutions will also be

approximately valid.
With the PC Segments, by a stand-alone reconstructioii in tbe area behind the magnet

it is possible to make a crude momentum estimation based on the average momentuin
"kick" in the magnetic field accordmg to eq. 10. This momentuin estimation is important
for the ralrulation of covariance matrices tised in the stand-alone segment fitting. For

the YDS segmeuts in front of the magnet such momentum estimation is not possible.

Therefore we refitted the VDS Segments after the calculation of the covariance matrices

based on momentuin estimation for the corresponding PC segments raatched with them.
The slope (, of these refitted VDS Segments we tompared with the slope for corresponding
VDS-PC-TC tracks. These slope resolutions showii in fig. 3 are sivnilar for all considered

10

10 \±

• VDS-PC-TC

° Stand-alone V »S. refifted

10 10'
P IGeV]

Figure 3: Resolution of the slope parameter tx äs a function öl momentum p for VDS-PC-TC
tracks (filled circies) and YDS segments in front of the magnet (open drdes) reh'tted with the
covarianre matrices based on the momentuin estimation from the matched PC segmems.

momenta. This is in agreement with expectation from eq. 22.

Inequality 24 predicts contributions of different factors to the momentum resolution.
These factors are: the slope resolutions of track segments in front and behind the magnet.
and multiple scatterhig in the material inside the magnet. The values of these parame-
t-ers äs a function of momentuin are shown in fig. 4. The quadratic sum of these. three
contributions divided by the slope deflection in the magnet gives ns a guess of the mo-

mentum resolution. This crude estimation is compared in fig. 5 with values of momentum
resolution evaluated for fully reconstructed and fitted VDS-PC-TC tracks. The values
are in agreement with the expectations from eq. (24).
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Figiire 4: Slope resolution a ( t x ) multiplied by the momentum p for VDS Segments in front of
the mahnet (open circles), for PC-TC segments behind the magnet (filled triangles) and the
RMS of the slope deviation due to multiple scattering in the magnet (ö) multiplied by p (opou
triangles). These three values are quadratically summed (filled circles}.
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Figure 5: Momentum resolutinn äs a functinn of momentum p. Grude estimatioii according TO
eq. 24 (open squaresi and the value ffl.P'j/p defined for t he fully reconstrncted and fitted VDS-
PC-TC tracks (filled squares)- Tlie value a(P] is tlie result of a Gaussian fit of the distrihutiori
of reconstructed momentum residuals with rcspcct to the Monte Carlo truth.
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7 Summary

The contribution of multiple seattering to moraentum resolut ion in the fonvard spectrom-
eter depends on the configuration of the tracking erstem before.behind and inside the
magnet. Reasons to place tracking detectors inside the magnet are usually to increase
detector acceptance or pattern recognition capabiiities rather than to irnprove the mo-
mentum resolution. In the case when Ihe tracking detertors inside the magnet also are
used for momentum recoristruction. only multiple seattering in the area with a significant
magnetic field contributes to the momentmn resolution.

Without track ineasurements in the magnetic field. multiple seattering in the whole
material on the path from the last point on the track segment in front of magnet up
to first point of Segment behind the magnet contributes to the momentxvm resolution.
Improving angular resolutions of tracking detectors in front of the magnet and behind it
and minimizing multiple seattering inside the magnet. we can achieve high momentum
resolution even without magnet tracking.

Single muons were simulated for the HERA-B spcctrometer. The uioniem.um reso-
lution of fully reconstructed and fitted tracks is in agreement with the simple relation
betweeu the angular resolution of track segments in front arid behind the magnet and
estimation of multiple seattering in the material inside the magnet.
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